COVID-19 Update

COVID-19 UpdateAs the situation surrounding COVID-19 (Coronavirus) continues to develop, Watermark Medical’s focus on the health and safety of our staff, partners, customers and patients is our top priority. We are closely monitoring guidance from the CDC and other public health organizations and taking appropriate action to ensure we continue to provide uninterrupted technical support, as well as maintain clinical and diagnostic services for our home sleep testing clients. While most of our technical and clinical staff are working remotely, we currently maintain shipping/receiving and quality assurance services from our office to manage device maintenance and repair requirements.
A few questions regarding the coronavirus outbreak have been specifically asked about the cleaning processes of the ARES device. Our cleaning procedure (when followed as described in the ARES Product Guide) has been validated and meets agency guidelines to mitigate the transfer risk of bacteria and viruses. For our customers safety, the ARES User Guide intended to be given or reviewed with each patient, includes instructions for the patient to place the device back in the plastic bag to return to the issuing facility. Once cleaned, storing the ARES device in a new resealable plastic bag will help ensure that the ARES remains clean and ready for the next patient use. Those who clean the devices after patient use can limit their chance of exposure by proper use of gloves and frequent washing of their hands. We are monitoring guidelines from CDC and other regulatory agencies and will adjust our procedure if their recommendations change.
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Introducing the 
New ARES™ 620 
Device 

The Next Evolution of Home Sleep Testing
Learn More 

For a better night's sleep
Watermark
Medical's ARESTM 
Home Sleep Test
The leader in comprehensive home sleep diagnostics.
Learn More 

HOME SLEEP TESTING MADE EASY
Easier solutions
for healthcare
professionals 
and patients.
Simple testing for effective sleep diagnostics.
Learn More 

New Night to Night Study on Variablity 
Study offers 
importance on 
recording 3 nights 
of sleep data
Learn More 

Introducing Remote Send
Watermark's 
ARES™ 620 is now 
offering a remote 
send feature 
Reduced time to send and diagnosis
Learn More 









Comprehensive
Sleep Diagnostics
Watermark Medial continuously strives to deliver sleep diagnostic solutions that are comfortable, accessible, and effective. ARES™ Home Sleep Test and its virtual cloud-based platform support efficient workflows and comprehensive, integrated, and customizable sleep diagnostic programs.

HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
We enable physician/dental practices, clinics, and other healthcare providers with the ability to deliver easy, clinically effective home sleep diagnostic solutions to their patient base.



PATIENT DIRECT
We deliver direct to patient home sleep diagnostics through a licensed and accredited independent diagnostic testing facility—fast, efficient, and patient-focused.



Enterprise
We deliver sleep health solutions to employers, institutions, and related benefit managers, which enable them to identify at-risk groups, develop care strategies, and advance population health.






Pioneers in Home Sleep Diagnostics
Watermark Medical is a recognized leader and early pioneer of home sleep testing. Since its inception in 2008, it has built a reputation for reliability, service quality, and innovation.
1,300,000+

Home sleep tests
performed since inception



75,000+

Healthcare providers
using ARES™ testing
solutions since inception



400+

Network of ARES™ 
Interpreting Sleep Physicians





Unmatched Accuracy
and Service
Our technology platform and clinical service focus ensure a higher success rate and accuracy than our competitors.
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%

Clinical correlation to in-lab PSG test
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%

Lowest documented failure rate keeps costs low

0
%

Tests subject to clinical review by trained sleep technicians and oversight by licensed physician



Get in touch
To see how Watermark Medical can help provide sleep health testing for you and your patients contact us today!
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Hey, your browser is out of date!
We've noticed you're currently using an old version of Internet Explorer. To view our site accurately, we highly recommend you update your browser. 
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